
Highlights

8.5" Slick solid
rubber racing tyre

700 watt motor
power

Up to 16 km/h*
max. speed

Loadable up to
120 kg

Bluetooth
loudspeaker

High quality hoverboard for adults and
children.

POWER MEETS DESIGN: The electric
self-balancing board with wide 8.5
inch tyres, unique shape and powerful
performance creates an impressive
experience for experienced and new
riders.
FIRST CLASS: Two powerful 350W
motors (700 watts) for a speed up to
max. 16 km/h. Thanks to the short
charging time of 2 - 3 hours and a
long range of up to 15 km, there is
extra time to have fun.
STABLE AND DURABLE: Particularly
robust frame made of 85 %
aluminium, ABS parts as well as non-
slip pedals and optimally rounded off by the strong metal rims - suitable for all kinds of
terrain.
APP CONTROL: With the app, you can easily adjust the colour of the LED lighting or
switch between adult and child mode via Bluetooth. In addition, the built-in speaker offers
a unique audio experience on the go.
DELIVERY: 1 x BE COOL Racing Board in silver incl. charger for battery and operating
instructions | 74.4 cm x 23.3 cm x 23.1 cm | weight 14.9 kg | load capacity of 120 kg | 2-
year warranty

BE COOL Racing Board - one of the fastest balance boards

This is the epitome of style, slimness and speed and has been inspired by FORMULA 1 racing
cars. The Racing Board with racing wheels, streamlined front design, racing sound, unique
shape, strong performance, fast speed and a robust structure is the dream hoverboard you've
always wanted. The Racing Board is the perfect gift choice for children and adults. Create more
memories that belong to you and your family! Enjoy being outdoors with your family and friends.

Sturdy and durable

Powered by a 350-watt motor with two 8.5-inch solid rubber tyres and equipped with a strong
metal rim, the board has a very robust build quality for its load-bearing capacity. The body of the
Racing Board is made of 85% aluminium, some ABS parts and non-slip, comfortable pedals.

BT Speaker & App Control

Our Racing Board has a built-in professional speaker that gives you a realistic and special music
experience. With the app, you can change the LED lighting, adult or child mode, speed and anti-
theft function anytime, anywhere.
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Powerful drive

The Balance Board is
equipped with two electric
motors that deliver 2 x 350
watts of power. You can
reach a top speed of up to
16 km/h. A range of up to
max. 15 km* is possible
with one battery charge.

Robust tyres

The solid rubber tyres offer
safety. You can drive over
anything without any
problems and without
risking a puncture. You
won't run out of air if a
sharp object gets in the
way.

Inspired by Formula
1

 

One of the fastest
hoverboards

 

Stable & powerful

Carrying handle
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Scope of delivery

Hoverboard
Charger
Instruction manual

Warranty period

2 years, excluding wear
parts
Battery: 6 months

Everything at a glance:

8.5 inch solid rubber tyres - slick racing tyres
Robust aluminium frame
Special comfortable carrying handle
LED lights: Colours adjustable via APP

Speci cations:

Maximum load - 120 kg
Motor - 700 Watt (2 x 350W)
Integrated lithium-ion battery - 4.0Ah / 36V
Charging time - 2-3 hours
Waterproof - IP54
Speed - up to max. 16 km/h
Range - up to 15 km
Maximum gradient - 15 degrees

Dimensions:

Product: 744×233×231 mm
Packaging: 825×280×280 mm
Net/gross weight: 14.9 kg / 18 kg
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